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Introduction

As the Minority Members of U.S. House of Representatives chief watchdog committee, with jurisdiction to investigate all federal programs and any matter with federal policy implications, Republicans on the Oversight and Government Reform Committee have worked at the core of many of the nation’s most pressing debates in the first year of the Obama Administration and the 111th Congress. Recognizing the importance and unique challenges of their role in the Minority at a time when both Congress and the Administration are ruled by one party, Committee Republicans have been at the forefront of investigations into waste, mismanagement, and wrongdoing at the federal level, undertaking numerous inquiries and asking the tough questions when the Majority will not.

Committee Republicans have been successful in partnering with its Majority counterparts on some important investigations and reform efforts, such as securing House passage of legislation that would make financial information disclosure significantly more transparent and accessible to regulators, investors, and the general public. More often however, Committee Republicans have had to move alone to undertake the oversight activities and investigations that the American public expects. During the past year, Committee Republicans have aggressively fulfilled the role of government watchdog. Some results include:

- Since the beginning of the stimulus program, Committee Republicans have repeatedly questioned the Administration and raised public awareness about the inconsistencies and half-truths related to the Administration’s claims of stimulus-related job creation, leading to the Chairman of the Recovery Act Transparency and Accountability Board agreeing during a public hearing that the Administration does not have the “ability to calculate the full time jobs equivalent” created or saved by the stimulus1 and the Administration changing its definition of “jobs created or saved”;

- Following the unprecedented expansion of federal government involvement in the private sector with the bailout of AIG, Committee Republicans have tirelessly and successfully pushed the Treasury Department, the Federal Reserve, and others to provide greater transparency about the decisions made by the federal government to save AIG and become its dominant shareholder. The Committee’s efforts were applauded in a public hearing by the Special Inspector General for TARP, Neil Barofsky, who referred to the Committee’s “tenacity and leadership … in continuing the drive for transparency and accountability on the AIG bailout”2;

---

2 See Neil Barofsky, SIGTARP, testimony before the Oversight and Government Reform Committee, (January 27, 2010).
As part of its ongoing investigations into the causes of the financial crisis, Committee Republicans exposed large quantities of previously unknown details about Countrywide Financial Corporation’s “Friends of Angelo” program, which provided sweetheart mortgages to so-called “VIPs” as part of its larger investigation of influence peddling by Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and other companies involved in affordable mortgage lending;

Following an investigation into allegations of systemic fraud by the Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN), Committee Republicans successfully led the effort to pass legislation denying all federal funding for the organization;

Questions raised by Committee Republicans about the politicization of the 2010 Census led to the Obama Administration abandoning plans to have the new Census Director report directly to the White House instead of the Secretary of Commerce.

The following report summarizes many of the major issues addressed by the Committee’s Minority in the first half of the 111th Congress. Each issue area includes a brief informational background section followed by specific related actions taken by Committee Republicans to ensure the kind of open and accountable government that the American taxpayers demand and deserve.

**Issue 1: Committee Republican Oversight of the Troubled Asset Relief Program and Inappropriate Tactics Related to Private Industry**

**Background:** In response to severely contracted liquidity in global credit markets and insolvency threats to investment banks and other institutions, as well as catastrophic predictions and warnings by the Bush Administration, Congress passed the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act (EESA) on October 3, 2008. Pursuant to EESA, the Treasury Department created the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP), originally promoted to Congress by then-Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson as a method of buying up to $700 billion of “troubled” assets, defined generally as illiquid mortgage-backed securities.

However, within days of EESA’s passage Mr. Paulson abruptly changed course, marginalizing the purchase of toxic assets in favor of capital injections into banks and other financial institutions using TARP funds. In return, Treasury received equity stakes in the bailed-out institutions, thus beginning the partial nationalization of the U.S. financial system. On October 13, 2008, ten days after Congress passed EESA, Mr. Paulson convened a meeting in Washington with nine major bank CEOs in which he gave the “banks no choice but to allow the government to take equity stakes in them.” At that meeting, Mr. Paulson as well as current Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) Chairwoman Sheila Bair and Federal Reserve

Chairman Ben Bernanke, forced these banks to sign “Major Financial Institution Participation Commitments,” in which the CEOs sold the U.S. Government preferred shares and warrants in exchange for $125 billion in TARP funds, thus beginning the partial nationalization of hundreds of U.S. financial institutions.

While it proceeded with spending unparalleled amounts of taxpayer money, the Treasury Department developed a pattern of providing little or no transparency with regard to that spending, and continues to be unwilling to address transparency concerns raised by SIGTARP and COGR Members. According to the SIGTARP:

Although Treasury has taken some steps towards improving transparency in TARP programs, it has repeatedly failed to adopt recommendations that SIGTARP believes are essential to providing basic transparency and fulfill Treasury’s stated commitment to implement TARP “with the highest degree of accountability and transparency possible.”

SIGTARP pointedly summarizes the implications of Treasury’s lack of transparency:

Unfortunately, in rejecting SIGTARP’s basic transparency recommendations, TARP has become a program in which taxpayers (i) are not being told what most of the TARP recipients are doing with their money, (ii) have still not been told how much their substantial investments are worth, and (iii) will not be told the full details of how their money is being invested. In SIGTARP’s view, the very credibility of TARP (and thus in large measure its chance of success) depends on whether Treasury will commit, indeed [sic] as in word, to operate TARP with the highest degree of transparency possible.

SIGTARP’s most damning critique of TARP came in its January 30, 2010 quarterly report, in which the following was written:

The substantial costs of TARP — in money, moral hazard effects on the market, and Government credibility — will have been for naught if we do nothing to correct the fundamental problems in our financial system and end up in a similar or even greater crisis in two, or five, or ten years’ time. It is hard to see how any of the fundamental problems in the system have been addressed to date.

• To the extent that huge, interconnected, “too big to fail” institutions contributed to the crisis, those institutions are now even larger, in part because of the substantial subsidies provided by TARP and other bailout programs.

• To the extent that institutions were previously incentivized to take reckless risks through a “heads, I win; tails, the Government will bail me out” mentality, the market is more convinced than ever that the Government will step in as necessary

---


5 Id.

6 Id.
to save systemically significant institutions. This perception was reinforced when TARP was extended until October 3, 2010, thus permitting Treasury to maintain a war chest of potential rescue funding at the same time that banks that have shown questionable ability to return to profitability (and in some cases are posting multi-billion-dollar losses) are exiting TARP programs.

• To the extent that large institutions’ risky behavior resulted from the desire to justify ever-greater bonuses — and indeed, the race appears to be on for TARP recipients to exit the program in order to avoid its pay restrictions — the current bonus season demonstrates that although there have been some improvements in the form that bonus compensation takes for some executives, there has been little fundamental change in the excessive compensation culture on Wall Street.

• To the extent that the crisis was fueled by a “bubble” in the housing market, the Federal Government’s concerted efforts to support home prices — as discussed more fully in Section 3 of this report — risk re-inflating that bubble in light of the Government’s effective takeover of the housing market through purchases and guarantees, either direct or implicit, of nearly all of the residential mortgage market.7

**Committee Republican Actions:** Committee Republicans have continually stressed in hearings, statements, and letters during the first year of the 111th Congress that, given the unprecedented amount of taxpayer funding involved, the American public deserves nothing less than the greatest level of transparency. Treasury’s continued unwillingness to provide basic transparency is unacceptable. Committee Republicans also worked to ensure that TARP funds, authorized by Congress as a temporary measure designed exclusively to stabilize financial markets, are not redirected by the Administration to pay for new and unrelated programs.

To make financial information disclosure more transparent and more accessible to regulators, investors, and the general public, Committee Democrats and Republicans joined together to report out of Committee H.R. 2392, the Government Information Transparency Act, which standardizes the collection, analysis, and dissemination of business information by federal agencies. It mandates the use of 21st century information technology under a single data standard known as eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) and requires that collected information be made readily available for public access. Committee Democrats and Republicans later worked together to report out of Committee and secure House passage of S. 303, the Federal Financial Assistance Management Improvement Act of 2009, which incorporates all of the provisions of H.R. 2392.

**American International Group**

Beginning in 2007, AIG began to suffer financial difficulties due primarily to payments of collateral to counterparty institutions that had purchased insurance from AIG on complex financial assets, including bundles of sub prime mortgages, through insurance-like derivatives contracts called credit default swaps (CDSs). These derivatives contracts were sold by AIG Financial Products, a subsidiary of AIG.

On September 15, 2008, the three major credit ratings agencies downgraded AIG’s credit rating due to rising calls for AIG to post billions of dollars in cash collateral. These collateral calls, combined with the ratings downgrade (which triggered calls for more collateral under the terms of the contracts), put AIG on the verge of a bankruptcy filing. The following day, September 16, 2008, the Federal Reserve Board, with the support of the Treasury Department, authorized the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (FRBNY) to lend up to $85 billion to AIG so AIG could avoid filing for bankruptcy. Federal officials claimed that an AIG bankruptcy would lead to systemic consequences across the U.S. and international economies. AIG subsequently received billions of dollars in additional taxpayer assistance, from both the Federal Reserve and Treasury.

The FRBNY ultimately decided to solve AIG’s liquidity crisis by purchasing the underlying assets insured by the CDS contracts from AIG’s counterparties, through funding provided by the FRBNY into a special purpose vehicle called Maiden Lane III (ML3). FRBNY officials argued that by purchasing the underlying assets from the counterparties, canceling the CDS contracts, and compensating the counterparties at par, or 100 cents on the dollar, the counterparties would agree to the transactions and AIG would no longer have to post collateral, easing its liquidity problems and avoiding another credit rating downgrade.

Committee Republican Actions: The Committee’s investigation into the AIG counterparty payments began in October 2009, when Committee Republicans requested information about the payments and their disclosure from the FRBNY and AIG. Chairman Towns was invited to join the investigation at that time, but his staff declined on his behalf. AIG submitted over 3,000 documents in response to the Committee.

---
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16 See letter from Darrell Issa to William Dudley, President, Federal Reserve Bank of New York, October 30, 2009; letter from Darrell Issa to Robert Benmosche, President and Chief Executive Officer, AIG, October 30, 2009.
Republicans’ request. Unfortunately, the FRBNY refused to turn over any documents that were not already publicly available. Multiple follow-up attempts to obtain documents from the FRBNY by Committee Republicans were unsuccessful. Committee Republicans also requested documents that had been submitted by the FRBNY to SIGTARP, and which SIGTARP used to prepare its audit of these issues. The Federal Reserve directed SIGTARP not to provide the Committee with the documents in SIGTARP’s possession.

On January 8, 2010, Committee Republicans wrote Chairman Towns, calling on him to hold a hearing and bring Secretary Geithner before the Committee to testify. In response, Chairman Towns announced the Committee would hold a hearing to examine these issues, and sent a hearing invitation to Secretary Geithner later that day. On January 12, 2010, Committee Republicans wrote Chairman Towns, citing the FRBNY’s efforts to conceal information from the Committee and requesting that the Committee issue a subpoena for the information to the FRBNY. In response to the Minority’s request, Chairman Towns issued a subpoena on January 13, 2010.

While the investigation was ongoing, Committee Republicans discovered convincing evidence that the FRBNY, under the leadership of now-Secretary Geithner, was responsible for the following actions:

- Rejecting viable alternatives to paying AIG’s counterparties at par despite evidence and advice that counterparties should settle for less than par, costing the American taxpayer billions of dollars;
- Attempting to conceal details about paying the counterparties par from the SEC, the public, and Congress;
- Attempting to stonewall the Committee’s investigation of the AIG counterparties issue; and
- Propagating a misleading story that taxpayers will profit from the creation of Maiden Lane III and the decision to pay counterparties at par.

---

18 See letter from William Dudley, President, Federal Reserve Bank of New York, to Darrell Issa, November 17, 2009.
19 See Committee staff e-mail requests to staff of Federal Reserve Bank of New York, January 8, 2010, and January 10, 2010; letter from Darrell Issa to Thomas Baxter, General Counsel, Federal Reserve Bank of New York, January 11, 2010.
22 See letter from Darrell Issa and Patrick McHenry to Edolphus Towns, January 8, 2010.
24 See letter from Darrell Issa to Edolphus Towns, January 12, 2010.
Through all available means, Committee Republicans continue to seek to provide for the American public a full accounting of the actions taken by government officials leading up to the decision to pay AIG counterparties at par and the subsequent attempts to conceal those actions. Special Inspector General for TARP Neil Barofsky has praised the Committee for its “tenacity and leadership” in its efforts to provide oversight of the AIG bailout.26

**Bank of America/Merrill Lynch Chrysler/General Motors**

In September 2008, Bank of America announced its intention to purchase Merrill Lynch. Merrill’s condition deteriorated rapidly as the financial crisis deepened, prompting Bank of America CEO Ken Lewis, in late 2008, to consider exercising a Material Adverse Change clause (MAC) in the contract to get out of the deal.27 Then-Secretary Paulson admitted to the Oversight Committee that he threatened to remove the management of Bank of America if Mr. Lewis tried to back out of the merger with Merrill Lynch and did so based on what he believed “was the strong opinion of the Federal Reserve.”28

**Chrysler/General Motors**

The Obama Administration also accelerated a government take-over of Chrysler and General Motors (GM) by injecting an additional $47 billion of taxpayer money into the companies (on top of the $20 billion spent by the Bush Administration), by establishing a largely unaccountable Auto Task Force and by engineering the sale of Chrysler to Fiat outside normal bankruptcy procedures. It appears politics has also begun to influence these companies’ business decisions. For example, GM’s decision to locate production of its new small car in Michigan rather than Tennessee was made on the basis of “carbon footprint” and “community impact.”29 Even a member of Michigan’s own Economic Development Corporation, who is also a top automotive analyst, acknowledged that the Michigan location was not the best business choice for GM.30

**Committee Republican Actions:** Committee Republicans have expressed repeatedly at hearings and through letters and statements that the federal government is overstepping its bounds in relation to private industry. The Minority has brought to light the activities of officials at the Federal Reserve and the Department of the Treasury who are dictating government directives through threats and intimidation of private companies even when

---

26 See Note 2, supra.
28 See Henry M. Paulson, testimony before the Oversight and Government Reform Committee, (July 16, 2009).
such directives may pose significant risks or harm to private investors, taxpayers, and the nation’s economy.

**Issue 2: Committee Republican Oversight of Financial Recovery Efforts – American Recovery and Reinvestment Act**

**Background:** The President’s Council on Economic Advisors promised the American people that the Administration’s first legislative priority – the nearly $800 billion economic stimulus package known as the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) – would “save or create” 3.5 million jobs and hold U.S. unemployment below 8 percent.\(^{31}\) Time has proven those predictions incorrect; the unemployment rate reported by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reached 10.2 percent by October 2009.\(^{32}\)

The Administration established a system of reporting on the effects of the massive stimulus spending that was doomed to failure, essentially “rigging the game” of reporting the tangible effects of its stimulus program by creating an immeasurable metric – “jobs created or saved” – that cannot be disproved. As Senate Finance Committee Chairman Max Baucus (D-MT) said to Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner:

>[The Administration has] created a situation where you cannot be wrong. If the economy loses two million jobs over the next few years, you can say yes, but it would’ve lost 5.5 million jobs. If we create a million jobs, you can say, well, it would have lost 2.5 million jobs. You’ve given yourself complete leverage where you cannot be wrong, because you can take any scenario and make yourself look correct.\(^{33}\)

On October 30, 2009, the Recovery Accountability and Transparency Board (“RATB”) posted on www.recovery.gov the first wave of stimulus funding recipient reporting on the use of ARRA funds. These reports were compiled from stimulus recipient data submitted to www.federalreporting.gov, though the process by which the data was taken from the submission Web site and finally presented to the public on www.recovery.gov is unclear. Along with the data, www.recovery.gov included on its opening page a box proclaiming, “JOBS CREATED/SAVED AS REPORTED BY RECIPIENTS – 640,329.” For the next several days, officials from across the Administration heralded the 640,329 jobs as fact. For example:

- “When the data is posted later today, it will show that we have created or saved 640,239 jobs directly as a consequence of contracting authority with the federal government.” -Vice President Biden, 10/30/09, White House jobs announcement.

---


“Those jobs accumulate to 650,000 jobs saved or created thus far.” -Jared Bernstein, Vice President Biden’s Chief Economist, 10/30/09 CBS Early Show.

“The direct jobs in that is, again, 640,329.” -Robert Gibbs, White House Press Secretary, referring to www.recovery.gov, 10/30/09 White House Press Briefing.

“We know for a fact that Recovery Act investments have created or saved more than 640,000 direct jobs so far. These are real, identifiable jobs directly funded by the Act.” -Department of Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood, 11/6/09 remarks.

However, the hollowness of the Administration’s stimulus-related job creation pronouncements quickly became evident. The posting of recipient data on www.recovery.gov led to one news story after another highlighting inaccuracies or misleading information in the reports, most often with regard to the number of jobs created or saved. In addition, little was made clear about the process used to decide which recipient reporting was reliable enough to be posted online and which needed to be omitted due to obvious errors.

On December 18, 2009, in preparation for another round of ARRA recipient reporting in January, the Administration issued new guidance regarding stimulus jobs, hoping to avoid the controversy raised with the initial reporting period’s figures. The new guidance defined “jobs created or retained as those funded in the quarter by the Recovery Act” and directed stimulus recipients to count every job funded using stimulus money – regardless of whether or not it existed before the Recovery Act or was ever in any danger of being eliminated – as “created or saved.”

Committee Republican Actions: Committee Republicans have led Congressional efforts to ensure that the unprecedented level of taxpayer money the Administration is expending through ARRA is subject to the highest possible degree of transparency and the lowest possible levels of waste, fraud, and abuse. The Committee has held five hearings on stimulus oversight; at each hearing, Republican Members demanded accountability from government officials and invited expert witnesses to propose solutions to the myriad issues surrounding ARRA implementation.

Committee Republicans have also worked to shine light on the Administration’s dubious claims of creating and saving jobs. In June 2009, Committee Republicans held a press conference pointing out the contradiction between the Administration’s jobs claims and the ever-rising national unemployment rate as well as the flaws involved with the stimulus jobs creation metrics. Additionally, Committee Republicans have written two letters to Earl Devaney, Chairman of the RATB, asking that he address the misleading

“Jobs Created/Saved” descriptions on [www.recovery.gov](http://www.recovery.gov). These actions led to the Administration’s issuance of new, though still flawed, guidance regarding stimulus jobs in December 2009. Finally, at a November 2009 Committee hearing, Chairman Devaney agreed with Ranking Member Darrell Issa’s statement that the Administration does not have the “ability to calculate the full time jobs equivalent” in the following exchange:

**Issa:** Mr. Devaney, you’re the most honest man I know. Without a whole lot of in between, shouldn’t we be more conservative and say, ‘Look, this is what the reports are. We’re scrubbing it. This is a new system. It has its problems. We hope at least they’re reporting the dollars right and we have no idea whether those people have the ability to calculate the full time jobs equivalent but we’re going to get to the bottom of it. Wouldn’t that be a fairer way to put it?”

**Devaney:** “I like that statement.”

In response to the Democrat Majority’s stated intention to hold additional stimulus oversight hearings, Committee Republicans have provided Chairman Edolphus Towns with evidence of government agencies wasting stimulus funds on projects of dubious merit that are ripe for oversight. For example, the Committee Minority requested in a letter to Chairman Towns that the Committee hold a hearing to scrutinize wasteful projects funded by the National Endowment for the Arts through ARRA. The Minority has not yet received a reply from the Chairman.

**Issue 3: Committee Republican Investigations into Underlying Causes of the Financial Crisis**

**Affordable Housing Policy, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac**

**Background:** The financial crisis of 2008 was rooted largely in ill-conceived government policies. Primary among these were the federal government’s “affordable housing” policies which provided incentives for the government-sponsored enterprises (GSE), Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, to support a boom in risky and unsustainable mortgage lending. These government policies encouraged lower down payments, looser underwriting standards and higher leverage, and created a nexus of vested interests – politicians, lenders and lobbyists – that profited either financially or politically from this arrangement and subsequently worked to kill any proposed reforms. In the short run, this government intervention was successful in its stated goal – raising the national homeownership rate. However, the ultimate effect was to create an environment that devastated the American economy.

The government experiment in affordable mortgage lending based on low down payments and “flexible” credit criteria has sucked the equity out of the U.S. housing

---

35 See Note 1, supra.
market, trapped millions of Americans under crushing debt, and seriously damaged global financial markets. In 2006, the value of U.S. housing was estimated at $22 trillion. By October 31, 2008 this had fallen to $18.5 trillion. As of the end of 2008, there was about $12 trillion in mortgage debt, of which 42 percent consisted of default-prone loans, with 70 percent of all mortgage debt guaranteed by the federal government. The consequences of these policies brought the entire global financial system to the brink of collapse, destroying trillions in equity and untold numbers of lives.

**Committee Republican Actions:** Committee Republicans repeatedly drew attention to the central role of government housing policies during Committee hearings on the financial crisis, bringing economic experts and new information into the discussion. Committee Republicans also published an investigative report on the role of affordable housing policy in causing the financial crisis.

**Countrywide VIP Loan Program**

**Background:** Committee Republicans began an investigation into Countrywide Financial Corporation’s “Friends of Angelo” program, which provided sweetheart mortgages to so-called “VIPs” as part of the larger investigation of influence peddling by Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and other companies involved in affordable mortgage lending. Accounts and documents have shown that Countrywide Financial attempted to purchase influence, through preferential treatment on mortgage loans, among officials who should have been concerned about irresponsible lending practices and the risks they posed to the economy. Countrywide was a key business partner with Fannie Mae and part of the vested interest that profited from deeply flawed mortgage laws and regulations.

**Committee Republican Actions:** Committee Republican staff released a report in March 2009 showing how Countrywide disregarded its own policies to accommodate loans for people deemed influential. Some of these influential people – Democrats and Republicans – including high-level Members of Congress and current and former Cabinet officials who were recruited into the program personally by high-ranking company officials including former CEO Angelo Mozilo.

The relaxed underwriting standards of Government-Sponsored Enterprises (GSEs) such as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac allowed subprime mortgage giants such as Countrywide to grow dramatically in a short period of time. The alliance of the subprime giants such as Countrywide with the GSEs created distortions in the market for mortgage-backed securities as well as a powerful special interest group in Washington.

After several requests by Committee Republicans for the Chairman to issue a subpoena to Bank of America for relevant Countrywide documents, the Chairman agreed on October 23, 2009. Committee Republicans continue to work to fully expose the extent of Countrywide’s attempts to buy influence.
**Issue 4: Committee Republican Investigation of Administration Politicization of Science**

**Background:** On March 9, 2009, President Obama declared that “the public must be able to trust the science and scientific process informing public policy decisions.” The Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Lisa Jackson, echoed this view when she said that “public trust in the Agency demands that we . . . fully disclose the information that forms the bases for our decisions.” However, actions by the Administration, have not supported this philosophy.

In November 2009, in a scandal popularly referred to as “Climategate,” a large volume of email messages and documents from the Climatic Research Unit of the University of East Anglia were disclosed, raising serious questions about the research that led to the findings released by the United Nation’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). As one news source reported, in the emails, “Scientists appear to urge each to present a ‘unified view’ on the theory of man-made climate change while discussing the importance of the ‘common cause,’ to advise each other on how to smooth over data so as to not compromise the favored hypothesis; to discuss ways to keep opposing views out of leading journals; and to give tips on how to ‘hide the decline’ of temperature in certain inconvenient data.” The New York Times carried a story stating that the emails provoke three fundamental questions – whether “the correspondence reveals efforts by scientists to shield raw data, preventing it from being examined by independent researchers”; whether the documents “prove that the data underlying climate scientists’ conclusions about warming are murkier than the scientists have said”; and whether “the email messages indicate that climate scientists tried to prevent publication of papers written by climate skeptics.” EPA relied heavily on the IPCC’s findings and conclusions in its development and justification for its recently finalized Endangerment Finding on greenhouse gases.

Other news reports have suggested that in an effort to force a determination that carbon dioxide (CO₂) endangers human health and welfare, EPA inappropriately limited staff contributions, suppressed dissent, and may have punished those who challenged the Obama Administration’s environmental agenda. For example, it appears that EPA may have suppressed a report by Dr. Alan Carlin, an experienced climate change researcher with more than 37 years of civil service tenure at the EPA, that raised important questions.

---

37 Memorandum from Administrator Jackson to EPA Employees (Jan 23, 2009) available at [http://www.epa.gov/administrator/memotoemployees.html](http://www.epa.gov/administrator/memotoemployees.html).
about the document providing the scientific basis for the Administration’s proposed Endangerment Finding. Director Al McGartland of the EPA’s National Center for Environmental Economics (NCEE) refused to include Dr. Carlin’s work in the official record due to questions his studies raised about the science of climate change. In a series of emails, dated March 12-17, 2009, McGartland makes it clear that the Administration “decided to move forward on endangerment, and [Carlin’s] comments do not help the legal or policy case for the decision.”\(^{41}\) In an attempt to dismiss these serious allegations, EPA claimed that “certain opinions were expressed by an individual who is not a scientist and was not part of the working group dealing with the issue.”\(^{42}\)

**Committee Republican Actions:** Committee Republicans have conducted a year-long investigation into EPA’s politicization of science during the first half of the 111\(^{\text{th}}\) Congress, and the Minority released a staff report in October 2009 entitled “The Politics of EPA's Endangerment Finding.” The Minority has asked the EPA for documents and records related to EPA interactions with the Climatic Research Unit, and also asked that EPA withdraw its Endangerment Finding until an investigation of the conduct outlined in the disclosed emails can be conducted and the agency can demonstrate the science underlying its regulatory decisions has not been compromised. The Minority has also written letters to the Administration regarding Dr. Michael Mann, a Pennsylvania State University researcher whose findings are a key foundation of the Administration’s efforts on climate change and who is a central figure in the Climategate scandal. It was discovered in January 2010 that Dr. Mann received nearly $2.5 million in stimulus grant funding from the National Science Foundation in 2009; Committee Republicans have urged the agency to freeze or withdraw Dr. Mann’s funding until investigations involving allegations of research misconduct against him have been concluded.

Committee Republicans continue to investigate the suppression of Dr. Carlin and his report, as well as bring attention to other attempts to suppress dissenting viewpoints on climate related issues, including officials at the Small Business Administration who are concerned that Administration-backed climate change efforts will be particularly damaging to small businesses as well as two EPA attorneys who were effectively censored from publically expressing their opposition to climate change legislation in a YouTube video produced on their own time.\(^{43}\) To date, EPA has been unresponsive to attempts to gather information regarding these issues and has pushed forward with the Endangerment Finding.

The Minority also has requested that Chairman Towns launch a full Committee investigation into the disclosed emails and EPA’s lack of transparency, but has not

\(^{41}\) See Email from Office Director of EPA’s NCEE to Senior Operations Research Analyst at NCEE (March 17, 2009).

\(^{42}\) See Ian Talley, *US Lawmakers Demand Probe Into Claims EPA Suppressed CO2 Study*, *DOW JONES NEWSWIRE*, (July 2, 2009).

received a response from the Majority. The Minority will continue to press for further investigation of this matter.

**Issue 5: Committee Republican Oversight of Inspectors General Independence**

In the first half of the 111th Congress, a number of incidents involving federal Inspectors General (IGs) have raised significant concerns among Committee Republicans about the ability of IGs to effectively carry out their oversight functions.

**No IG at New Agency Monitoring Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac**

**Background:** On July 30, 2008, the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008 (HERA) was signed into law to address the subprime mortgage crisis. HERA combined existing entities with IG oversight to form the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA), a new agency created to manage the conservatorship of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.44 In November 2009, documents indicated FHFA leadership actively litigated so the new agency, charged with managing $238 billion of Fannie and Freddie liabilities, could operate without IG oversight. Documents reviewed by Committee investigators clearly show FHFA sought guidance from the Department of Justice in order to effectively undermine Congress’s clear intent to have an IG in place at FHFA.45

**Committee Republican Actions:** The Minority staff requested information from FHFA leadership, former IG Kelley, and the Justice Department. Republican investigators interviewed FHFA General Counsel Alfred Pollard. In a November 16, 2009 letter to the Office of the White House Counsel, Ranking Member Issa urged President Obama to immediately appoint a permanent IG at FHFA. On January 14, 2010, Ranking Member Issa joined with Reps. Dennis Moore (D-KS), Judy Biggert (R-IL) and Chairman Edolphus Towns to introduce H.R. 4450, the Federal Housing Finance Agency Inspector General Technical Corrections Act of 2009, which would establish an interim Inspector General for FHFA.46

**Dismissal of Corporation for National and Community Services IG**

**Background:** On May 6, 2009, Gerald Walpin, the Inspector General (IG) for the Corporation for National and Community Service (CNCS), issued a Special Report criticizing a settlement of claims against Sacramento Mayor Kevin Johnson arising from
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his misuse of Americorps funds. On June 10, the White House terminated Walpin. One day later, President Obama wrote to Speaker Pelosi advising that he was firing the IG because he had lost confidence in him. Five days later, Special Counsel to the President Norman Eisen wrote to Chairman Towns and Ranking Member Issa that Walpin was removed for being confused and disoriented at a CNCS Board meeting. On June 29, 2009, CNCS told staff from the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Government Affairs that Walpin was fired because he had a difficult working relationship with CNCS senior staff and because he lacked sufficient appreciation for equal employment opportunity norms.

**Committee Republican Actions:** The Minority staff partnered with Republican staff from the Senate Finance Committee to investigate Walpin’s ouster. Investigators interviewed each member of the Corporation’s Board, former and current senior staff from the Corporation, and White House officials. Investigators also sought information from the Justice Department. Ranking Member Issa and Senate Finance Committee Ranking Member Charles Grassley released the findings of the investigation in a joint report on November 20, 2009. The report concluded that Walpin’s efforts to hold senior officials at CNCS accountable for treating lightly a friend and political crony of the President – Sacramento Mayor Kevin Johnson – for mismanaging charter school funds and exhibiting inappropriate sexual conduct toward students led to his removal by White House lawyer Norm Eisen in contravention of the Inspector General Act.

Initially, the Majority expressed concern that the White House may have violated the IG Act, and agreed to send a joint letter with the Minority requesting witness interviews and documents. Majority and Minority staff interviewed CNCS General Counsel Frank Trinity on July 6, 2009. During the course of this interview, Trinity refused to answer any questions relating to communications with the White House citing a vague “White House prerogative.” Majority staff instructed Trinity to respond to the questions posed, and advised that if he did not answer, the Committee would be required to use compulsory process to obtain all information. Subsequent to that meeting, however, the Majority ceased all investigative work on this matter. Committee Republican staff continue to investigate the matter without the Majority.

**Replacement of Amtrak IG with Member of Amtrak Management Team**

**Background:** On June 18, 2009, it was announced that longtime Amtrak IG Fred E. Weiderhold, Jr., had unexpectedly retired. Weiderhold aggressively investigated and questioned the Amtrak General Counsel’s office regarding the expenditure of tens of millions of dollars on outside law firms. Amtrak chose as an interim replacement for Weiderhold a longtime Amtrak manager. After Weiderhold’s abrupt retirement and subsequent replacement, Amtrak’s management made several policy changes which limited the independence of the IG, including restrictions on IG use of funds and IG personnel decision-making authority.

**Committee Republican Actions:** Working jointly with the Committee Majority, Committee Republicans called for the immediate permanent replacement of Amtrak’s
interim IG. On November 5, 2009, roughly five months since the departure of its previous watchdog, Amtrak hired Theodore Alves to serve as IG. Alves served in the U.S. Department of Transportation Office of Inspector General for eight years in several executive positions until he retired in January 2009. Committee investigators continue to monitor the situation to ensure Amtrak policies that compromised the independence of the office have been abandoned.

**Treasury Department Seeks to Curtail SIGTARP Independence**

**Background:** SIGTARP Barofsky notified Committee Republicans that the Treasury Department was seeking to curtail his independence and authority by asserting its jurisdiction over SIGTARP’s operations. SIGTARP vigorously disputed this interpretation of EESA. Treasury then formally requested that the Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) at the Department of Justice make a ruling on SIGTARP’s independence.

**Committee Republican Actions:** In response to Treasury’s attempt to undermine SIGTARP’s independence by seeking an OLC ruling that placed SIGTARP within Treasury’s jurisdiction, Committee Republicans questioned Treasury’s actions during Committee hearings, making it clear that SIGTARP’s continued independence was crucial in bringing needed transparency to the TARP. As a result, Treasury withdrew its request for an OLC opinion.

**Issue 6: Committee Republican Investigation of ACORN**

**Background:** The Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN) has been the subject of controversy in recent years due to questions about its structure, non-profit status, and political activities. ACORN’s voter registration activities during the 2008 Presidential election and its involvement in a wide range of federally-funded activities continue to merit Committee scrutiny.

**Committee Republican Actions:** The Minority staff released a report in July presenting evidence of widespread wrongdoing by ACORN. The report stated that ACORN has repeatedly and deliberately engaged in systemic fraud, hiding behind a paper wall of nonprofit corporate protections to conceal a criminal conspiracy on the part of its directors, to launder federal money in order to pursue a partisan political agenda, and to manipulate the American electorate. Specifically, the report showed the following:

- ACORN has evaded taxes, obstructed justice, and aided and abetted a cover-up of embezzlement;

---
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• ACORN has committed investment fraud, deprived the public of its right to honest services, and engaged in a racketeering enterprise affecting interstate commerce;

• ACORN has committed a conspiracy to defraud the United States by using taxpayer funds for partisan political activities;

• ACORN has submitted false filings to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and the Department of Labor, in addition to violating the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA);


As of January 2010, Committee Republicans have sent over 100 letters to various federal agencies, state Secretary of State offices, and other law enforcement entities regarding ACORN activities. Committee Republicans have entered document-sharing relationships with the Inspector General offices at the Departments of Labor, Housing, Treasury, and Homeland Security. The Louisiana Department of Justice, the U.S. Attorneys Office in the E.D.N.Y., the HUD IG, and the Brooklyn DA office have described Committee Republicans’ original ACORN Report as “invaluable” to their investigations. In November 2009, Committee Republicans joined with Judiciary Committee Republicans in holding a forum on ACORN misconduct featuring state government officials and a former ACORN employee. On February 18, 2010, Committee Republican staff released a report on ACORN entitled, “Follow the Money: ACORN, SEIU and their Political Allies.”

**Issue 7: Committee Republican Actions on Health Care Issues**

**Stimulus Medicaid Funding**

**Background:** The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act included $89.4 billion in increased federal Medicaid expenditures, with $87 billion of that funding flowing directly to the states. However, early reports indicated that instead of using the stimulus funds to supplement state Medicaid spending to protect medical services and healthcare service jobs, some states were effectively diverting Medicaid stimulus funds for non-healthcare
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related purposes, without an obligation to adhere to federal transparency and accountability rules.

Committee Republican Actions: In April 2009, the Minority staff issued a report on this issue entitled “De-Targeting the Stimulus: States Diverting Medicaid Funds Away from Helping Poor, Protecting Health Care Jobs.”\(^{51}\) The report concluded that since the Democratic-controlled Congress and President Obama failed to place stringent restrictions on the use of stimulus dollars, states are diverting the money from Medicaid to fill gaps in their budgets. In addition, despite the fact that Medicaid spending accounts for approximately 63% of the stimulus funds flowing to states in 2009, the Majority has declined to hold any hearings specifically on the oversight of stimulus-related Medicaid funding.

Democratic Health Care Proposal

Background: Driven by President Obama’s campaign promise to “fix a broken health care system,” House Democrats have introduced a health care reform bill, the America’s Affordable Health Choices Act (H.R. 3200), to implement universal health care. The legislation creates, extends, or expands 33 entitlement programs, and creates 53 additional government offices, bureaus, commissions and programs. To achieve universal coverage, a government-run public health insurance plan would be created to compete with private insurance plans. The government-run “public option” plan mirrors in many ways another government-run health care program: Medicare.

Committee Republican Actions: The Minority released two staff reports highlighting the federal government’s continuing struggle to rein in rampant health care costs, notably fraud in Medicare and the costs of defensive medicine, concluding that there cannot be true reform of the system without tort reform, and warning that government-run healthcare will lead to even more egregious abuses. The first report, “Medicare Experience Suggests Americans Should Expect Massive Fraud with Nationalized Health Care,”\(^{52}\) concluded that a Medicare-for-all model would open the public option to the same pitfalls as Medicare, including the rampant amounts of fraud and improper payments in Medicare. According to the Government Accountability Office (GAO), improper payments in the Medicare Fee-for-Service (FSS) and Medicare Advantage programs were estimated to be $17.2 billion for fiscal year 2008.\(^{53}\) GAO also estimates that as much as 10% of overall health care spending is lost to fraud.\(^{54}\) This report also


showed that the proposed legislation would apply the same ineffective anti-fraud and 
abuse protections to the public option that the Medicare program uses, leaving the door 
open to the same types of waste and fraud.

The second report, “The Failure to Address the Costs of Defensive Medicine in Health Care Legislation,”55 examined the costs to the federal government of defensive medicine, which is driven by out-of-control medical malpractice litigation. It is estimated that defensive medicine is the top area of wasteful spending in health care, accounting for $210 billion annually.56 In 2003, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) found that the federal government spends between $33.7 billion and $56.2 billion per year for malpractice coverage and the costs of defensive medicine.57 Yet, when Committee staff inquired of HHS whether they had an updated figure, personnel in the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation said that the report in question involved medical malpractice litigation which “is not a priority with this Administration [the Obama Administration].”

Additionally, the Minority has asked Chairman Towns to join several letters to the Administration requesting further information on various aspects of the health care reform debate, including health IT and tort reform. Chairman Towns has yet to join the Minority’s requests for information.

Secure National Food Supply Chain

Background: Throughout the first half of the 111th Congress, there were repeated incidents of food recalls due to actual or suspected contamination, including various peanut products, pistachio products and raw cookie dough. The Government Accountability Office (GAO) cited the need to retool federal oversight of food safety in its 2009 High Risk Series.

Committee Republican Actions: In February 2009, the Minority wrote Chairman Towns asking that the Committee hold a hearing on food safety in general. The Ranking Member noted that the Committee is uniquely positioned to bring all 15 agencies with regulatory responsibilities for food safety together to address systemic weaknesses. To date, the Majority has declined to hold such a hearing.

Federal Employee Health Care

Background: The Federal Employees Health Benefits Program (FEHBP) covers 8 million employees, their dependents, and retirees. The impact of the Democratic health
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care plan on the FEHBP has been largely missing from discussion of the legislation thus far, despite the fact that any changes to the program or its operation by the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) could have far-reaching implications.

**Committee Republican Actions:** Committee Republicans wrote Chairman Towns requesting two actions: 1) that he not waive Oversight and Government Reform Committee jurisdiction over H.R. 3200, the Democrat’s “America’s Affordable Health Choices Act,” and 2) that he hold a hearing to examine the impact this bill would have on the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program (FEHBP). The Committee’s Majority did not agree to these requests.

**Issue 8: Committee Republican Oversight of the 2010 Census**

**Background:** During the first half of the 111th Congress, the Committee dealt with multiple challenges to the independence of the Census Bureau, and thus its ability to conduct a successful 2010 Decennial, free from partisan manipulation.

**Attempt to Consolidate Control over the Census within the White House**

Early in the Obama Administration, Congressional Quarterly and others reported that the Administration had determined that the director of the Census Bureau would report directly to the White House instead of the Secretary of Commerce.58

**Committee Republican Actions:** Committee Republicans quickly condemned this move by the Administration. In a letter to President Obama, the Minority cited the federal law establishing the administration of the Census within the Commerce Department and also highlighting the risks of politicizing the Census, the results of which are used in the allocation of federal funding and the apportionment of seats in the U.S. House of Representatives. The Administration did not reply directly to the Minority’s concerns, but then publicly reversed course and stated that the Census Director would report to the Commerce Secretary and not directly to the White House.59

**Statistical Adjustment of the 2010 Census**

President Obama’s nominee for Census Director, Dr. Robert Groves raised concern that “Democrats were again flirting with statistical sampling.”60

**Committee Republican Actions:** The Committee published a Staff Report on May 11, 2009, entitled “Census History: Counting Every Person Once, Only Once and in the
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Right Place.”61 The report addressed the illegality, impropriety and inaccuracy of statistically adjusted Census results. The report chronicled a history of partisan attempts at politicizing the Census Bureau and Decennials, and how those attempts have inevitably failed. The report further made clear that the Census is a Constitutional responsibility of the Legislative, not the Executive Branch of government.

The Committee also worked to solicit on the record guarantees against the possibility of adjustment from Census Bureau officials at Committee hearings. As confirmed by the Bureau, statistical adjustment is “not in our plans.”62 “‘Our goal for the 2010 census is to count everyone, no matter how difficult or challenging the task may be,’ said Thomas Mesenbourg, acting census director.”63

**ACORN Involvement in the 2010 Census**

As the Census Bureau began rolling out its partnership program early in 2009, it became clear that ACORN was going to be involved in the program that is charged with outreach for the 2010 Decennial. There had been numerous indictments against ACORN employees, but in early May, for the first time, the Nevada Attorney General filed criminal charges against the organization itself. Given the controversial and partisan history of ACORN, the organization’s involvement in the 2010 Census became a real threat to the success of an apolitical Decennial.

**Committee Republican Actions:** On May 11, 2009, Committee Republicans on the Information Policy, Census and National Archives Subcommittee sent a letter to the Acting Director of the Census Bureau, Thomas Mesenbourg requesting that “[i]n light of this serious charge … the Census Bureau reconsider its inclusion of ACORN in the Planning Partnership Program for the 2010 Census. ACORN’s involvement may compromise our shared commitment to an apolitical and accurate census count.”64

Throughout the course of multiple hearings and formal and informal meetings with Bureau personnel, including the newly confirmed Director, Republican Members of the Committee consistently requested that the Bureau reevaluate its relationship with ACORN. On Friday, September 11, 2009, Director Groves confirmed that the Bureau had severed all ties with ACORN in a letter he wrote to Maude Hurd, the organization’s President. “It is clear that ACORN’s affiliation with the 2010 Census promotion has caused sufficient concern in the general public, has indeed become a distraction from our
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mission, and may even become a discouragement to public cooperation, negatively impacting 2010 Census efforts.”

**Issue 9: Committee Republican Oversight of National Security Issues**

**Background:** While the Administration’s domestic agenda has controlled much of the political conversation on Capitol Hill and elsewhere in America during the past year, there remain innumerable threats to national security. A global network of violent terrorists continues to target to the nation and its allies, as evidenced by two Al-Qaeda network attacks on American soil in late 2009.

On November 5, 2009, Army Major Nidal Hasan shot and killed thirteen soldiers and civilians at the Fort Hood, TX, Army installation. On December 25, 2009, Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab concealed explosives in his undergarments and attempted to bomb Northwest Airlines Flight 253. Both terrorists are tied to al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, located in Yemen. While Major Hasan will likely face trial before a military commission, Abdulmutallab has received *Miranda* warnings and will be prosecuted in a federal civilian court.

**Committee Republican Actions:** In the immediate aftermath of the Christmas Day attack, Committee Republicans sought to hold hearings on both the attack and the broader issue of the nation’s homeland security and intelligence sharing programs. Initially, the Committee’s Majority declined to open an investigation into the attack, suggesting that other House bodies were better suited lead an investigation. Committee Republicans joined together to highlight the Committee’s longstanding involvement with and unique ability to fully investigate the issues related to the recent terrorist attacks without the same jurisdictional concerns faced by other Committees and continued to press for action. Recently, the the Committee’s Majority and Minority jointly wrote Secretary of State Hillary Clinton asking for all information about the policies and procedures that failed to prevent Mr. Abdulmutallab from entering the United States, and Majority staff has indicated they will partner with the Minority in a full investigation of the incident.

The Committee’s Minority also has sent a number of letters to Administration officials requesting documents and briefings on a variety of topics for which hearings have not yet been held. For example, Committee Republicans have asked for the President's National Security Strategy Plan, which the President is obligated to present to Congress within the first 180 days of taking office. The Administration failed to meet Congress' deadline and has not complied with the Committee's request. Committee Republicans have also asked the Administration to justify its decision to close the
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Guantanamo Bay detainee facilities, relocate and prosecute terrorists on American soil, and afford them Constitutional protections.

**Issue 10: Committee Republican Oversight of Administration Email and Archiving Issues**

**Loss of Sensitive Data from the National Archives’ College Park Facility**

**Background:** At some time between October 2008 and March 2009, a hard drive containing national security information went missing from the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) College Park facility. The drive contains one terabyte of data derived from records from the Clinton presidency. Data on the drive includes more than 100,000 social security numbers (including that of former Vice President Al Gore’s daughter), contact information, including addresses, for various Clinton administration officials, Secret Service and White House operating procedures, event logs, social gathering logs, political records and other highly-sensitive information. The full extent of the contents of the drive is still being investigated.

The hard drive was moved from a “secure” storage area to a workspace while it was in use as part of a process to convert the Clinton Administration records to digital files. The drive was left unsecured on a shelf above a workstation. At least 100 “badge-holders” had access to the area where the server was left unsecured. NARA’s IG told Committee staff that in addition to those with official access to sensitive material, janitors, visitors, interns and others passed through the area where the drive was being kept. The IG described the workspace as an area that Archives employees pass through on their way to the bathroom. The door is often left open for ventilation.

**Committee Republican Actions:** Committee Republicans toured NARA’s College Park facility and observed the area from which the drive was removed. NARA staff explained that the drive was being stored in its original packaging, which made the value of the hardware obvious. NARA staff confirmed the workspace where the drive was being stored is insecure – accessible to personnel without clearance and typically left with the doors open. Committee staff were left with the impression that a motivated criminal would be able to remove sensitive materials from the Archives with little to no resistance from the security measures in place.

On May 21, Acting Archivist Adrienne Thomas was scheduled to appear at a subcommittee hearing to discuss the data loss. She failed to appear at the hearing, instead opting to attend President Obama’s televised address about Guantanamo Bay delivered from the Archives. Because of Ms. Thomas’s inattention to this urgent matter, Committee Republicans urged the President to name a permanent Archivist as soon as possible. Days before the subcommittee’s July 30 hearing on the matter, the President nominated David Ferreiro as Archivist of the United States.

**White House Electronic Health Reform Tip Box and Unsolicited Emailing**
Background: On August 4, 2009, the White House asked Americans to forward to a White House email address “fishy” emails or other information about health insurance reform, posting on its blog the following request:

There is a lot of disinformation about health insurance reform out there, spanning from control of personal finances to end of life care. These rumors often travel just below the surface via chain emails or through casual conversation. Since we can’t keep track of all of them here at the White House, we’re asking for your help. If you get an email or see something on the web about health insurance reform that seems fishy, send it to flag@whitehouse.gov.68

Later in August, reports emerged that many Americans who had not signed up to receive electronic communications from the Administration were receiving White House emails regarding the Administration’s health reform efforts, including statements urging support of those efforts. The Administration at first denied that any person who had not sought information from the White House was receiving Administration emails.

Committee Republican Actions: On August 17, 2009, the Minority sent a letter to the White House expressing concern, stating that “fear has been expressed that the White House was asking neighbors to inform on neighbors in a government led data collection effort,” and that there was concern “about the possibility that political email address lists are being used for official purposes.” Later that same day, the Administration announced that they had disabled the “fishy” reporting electronic tip box.69 The Administration claimed that Americans may have been subscribed to White House email lists without their knowledge by outside political groups.70 Finally, on August 22, 2009, the White House released the name of a private company that had been hired to distribute mass emails.71

Issue 11: Committee Republican Oversight of District of Columbia Issues

DC AIDS Program Abuses

Background: The District of Columbia has the highest rate of AIDS cases in the nation. With more than 15,000 cases of HIV or AIDS in the District, it is estimated that 3% of D.C. residents over the age of 12 are living with HIV or AIDS. The District of Columbia receives over $100 million per year to cope with the disease, the lion's share of those dollars coming from the federal government.
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The *Washington Post* reported in October 2009 that millions of dollars appropriated to the District to prevent the disease and treat AIDS patients have been lost, wasted, and stolen by unscrupulous charities and fraudulent nonprofits.72 According to the article, more than $25 million from the DC Department of Health's HIV/AIDS, Hepatitis, STD, and TB Administration have gone to nonprofits "marked by questionable spending, a lack of clients, or lapses in record-keeping and care."73 In one case, according to the article, half a million dollars went to a housing program run by a purported AIDS nonprofit group whose director had been convicted on theft, drug, and forgery charges. Although the group's grant was terminated after investigation by the D.C. Inspector General's Office, repayment was never sought.

**Committee Republican Actions:** In response to the article, Committee Republicans wrote the Committee’s Majority urging a bipartisan investigation in the DC AIDS program abuses, citing the Committee’s jurisdiction over the District of Columbia. Thus far, the Committee’s Majority has shown only a limited interest in launching a bipartisan investigation. This reluctance seems to be based at least in part on one Democratic Committee Member’s arguments in favor of Washington, DC “home rule” principles. While initiating an investigation of its own, Committee Republicans will continue to seek a partnership with the Majority to provide appropriate, rigorous oversight of the District of Columbia and its programs to ensure that the sickest and poorest in the nation’s capital are receiving the care they need instead of funds being wasted or abused.

**DC Voting Rights Act**

**Background:** The District of Columbia House Voting Rights Act (H.R. 157) would expand the size of the House of Representatives from 435 to 437 members, adding a member from the District of Columbia and a member from the next state in line to gain a Representative based on U.S. Census numbers, which is currently the state of Utah. The Department of Justice’s Office of Legal Counsel reached a legal determination that the legislation is unconstitutional. However, disregarding that determination, Attorney General Eric Holder sought a second opinion from the Office of the Solicitor General.

**Committee Republican Actions:** Committee Republicans wrote to Attorney General Holder asking him to produce all documents relevant to the Attorney General’s decision to politicize the professional legal judgment of Justice Department lawyers. The Justice Department refused to produce the documents requested by Ranking Member Issa. Following requests from Committee Republicans, the Majority refused to use the Committee’s subpoena authority to demand the information necessary to conduct further oversight.

---
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Elimination of D.C. School Vouchers

**Background:** The D.C. Opportunity Scholarship Program (OSP) was launched by Congress in 2004, with bipartisan support, to give economically disadvantaged District of Columbia children the chance for a quality education outside of public school classrooms plagued by problems. The program has been proven highly successful by every known measurement, including academic improvement, personal safety, and parental satisfaction. A strong coalition of academics, journalists and civic leaders are supporting reauthorization of OSP in the House and Senate. However, the Obama Administration has proposed ending the scholarship program for new applicants.

**Committee Republican Actions:** Committee Ranking Member Issa, along with Education and Labor Committee Ranking Member John Kline (R-MN) and House Republican Leader John Boehner, has introduced legislation reauthorizing the program. In addition, the Minority sent a letter to Chairman Towns asking for a full Committee hearing on OSP’s reauthorization.

---
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